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Abstract—The User Experience Design (UED) widely includes design psychology, human engineering, interaction design, information architecture, content text, visual design, voice design, interaction between human and machine, situation understanding, users’ observation and so on. It is an integrated multidiscipline, whose features decided that it cannot be fixed and static rather than instantly absorbing external new concept and method. Thus, the construction of UED course system should be dynamic rather than static a course system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

User Experience Design (UED) is a comprehensive interdisciplinary discipline that integrates multidisciplinary knowledge. It emphasizes the comprehensiveness, intersectionality, and real-time nature of the curriculum and strengthens the connection among psychology, computer science and literature. Not only does it require support from the professional curriculum knowledge such as cognitive science, emotions and design, usability evaluation methods, structural design and product design, but also the support of cross-disciplinary knowledge such as sensor theory, C language program design, and mechanical principles. The Hong Kong Polytechnic University's postgraduate courses are divided into professional foundation and professional skills. They jointly conduct in the form of theoretical discussions and project practice. Its advantages are that short-term curriculum teaching and studio teaching are conducted at the same time, of which short-term curriculum structure is clear and teaching is concentrated; studio teaching forms are varied, from personal creativity to team work. The curriculum system is divided into public core courses, professional core courses, seminar topics, and elective courses. The details are as following "Fig. 1":

II. DYNAMIZATION OF UED COURSE SYSTEM BASED ON STUDIO SYSTEM

As for UED system, the arrangement of curriculums are
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pattern aims to construct perfect UED knowledge framework for students.

A. The Dynamization of the Horizontal Cross Integration System for UED Course

The core of the horizontal organization of curriculum is integration. Integration breaks the boundaries of traditional textbook content and disciplines, and it focuses on breadth of knowledge rather than depth and emphasizes the application of knowledge. Within the UED curriculum system, it is necessary to pay attention to the horizontal development of the curriculum system, and to strengthen the integration of multiple disciplines through integration. For example, in the course of information structure, the basic curriculum design is used for reference first, and cross-cutting and marginal knowledge are taken as the starting point; secondly, from the perspective of visual perception development using intelligent structures, to refer to cognitive psychology methodology and take advantage of modern and post-modern art. Then, starting from the development path of visual perception, it is available to borrow cognitive psychology, and introduce the concepts of modern art and postmodern art.

1) Integration with other design curriculums:

![Diagram of relationship between other design courses]

UED is a multi-disciplinary product integrating visual communication design, industrial design, cognitive psychology and human factors engineering, user experience, human-machine interface design or human-computer interaction design. The author draws a curriculum diagram with other design curriculums in "Fig. 2", from which we can clearly see the intersection relationship between UED and other design curriculums.

Fig. 2. Relationship with other design courses.

The graduate program of the Illinois Institute of Technology’s School of the Arts is divided into eight parts. They are Communication Design, Interaction, Product Design, Design Planning, Systems, and Research, Core Courses, Foundation courses. The user-centered design concept runs through the course content settings throughout the course settings. For example, the interface design is a visual medium for human-computer interaction. It usually includes hardware interface design and software interface design. It belongs to visual design, cognitive design, ergonomics, computer science and psychology and other comprehensive disciplines.

2) Integration with other disciplines’ curriculums: First, the cross-convergence with technical engineering disciplines. Logical thinking is an essential ability for an excellent interaction designer. The discipline of technical engineering fosters the students' overall view and careful logical thinking. This way of thinking is the most difficult for art students to master and simultaneously design interactive skills. In addition, many courses in the technical engineering discipline can improve students’ technical understanding ability so as to students are more comfortable with the complex information architecture and interaction process. Second, the Integration with psychology courses. User experience is a subjective and abstract concept. Individual differences lead to different behaviors and results. These differences in psychology, emotion, behavior, and thinking all belong to the category of psychology. In this area, we need to learn how to accurately locate important variables that affect the user experience of the product, such as...
graphics, materials, sounds, colors, or other abstract elements. These important variables are the key factors to improve the quality of user experience. Third is the integration of disciplines of literature and music. The user experience is a kind of subjective thinking, which focuses on the emotional changes in the use of products, as well as the interaction between people and products, and the surrounding environment. Creative classes such as music, movies, and literature can inspire students’ subtle emotions. Many designers in Silicon Valley have education background in creative disciplines. Many designers in UED industry will also choose courses such as literature and music during their college days. The thinking methods and dimensions of these creative professions are connected with experience design as in "Fig. 3".

**B. The Dynamization of the Vertical Cross-convergence System for UED Courses**

The UED curriculum system emphasizes the principle of vertical organization. Its core concept is sequence. When arranging learning activities, it is necessary to follow a sequence from simple level to complex, that is, after learning concisely and involving fewer elements, to conduct comprehensive learning of multiple factors. In the design of the UED curriculum system, students can start from the theory and learn from UED related theoretical courses, or begin with basic courses such as graphics and symbols. Tsinghua University has followed the rules from simple to difficult, from single to complex, from the undergraduate information arts department to the interactive media arts institute. For example, in the sophomores’ education, basic elective courses such as digital graphics and interactive multimedia are added to several UED modules. The purpose of the digital graphics course is to allow students to use computer tools to complete creative designs such as graphic icons and texts, and to lay a foundation for courses such as interaction design for junior students. In interactive multimedia courses, students are required to master a variety of animation design software and skillfully collaborate with other graphic design software to design and enhance students’ interactive prototyping capabilities. In the third and fourth year, elective modules establish design core courses such as interface design methods and soft product development and so on.

Take the interaction design direction of the Central Saint Martins as an example, the curriculum arrangements in the first two years are based on the principles of development and progress. The first year's courses include painting, printing, publishing, photography, illustration design, advertising, animation, computer and multimedia software design. The design basis learned in the first year helps students to learn in depth in the second year. The second year begins with a comprehensive arrangement of courses and course content based on the student's voluntary choice of professional direction. The school will establish more practical courses in the curriculum system; during the second year of study, it emphasizes detailed learning methods, tasks, methods of production, and open systems, and other core technologies; the third year students need to study independently and manage their own Time with high enthusiasm. This year, students can choose to participate in social practice so as to prepare themselves for a job or continue their studies, and complete their graduation works.

**Fig. 3.** Relationship with other disciplines’ curriculums.

**Fig. 4.** Curriculum system.
III. DYNAMIZATION OF CONSTRUCTION APPROACH FOR UED COURSE SYSTEM BASED ON STUDIO SYSTEM

Although it is impossible to design user experience, the course system, such as environment, interface, story related to user experience can be designed. The frontier ability and intersectionality lead to the dynamic feature of UED teaching, which are flexible application, creative study and application and adjustment at any time.

A. UED Training Program Design

The job titles related to UED are summarized to determine the focus of personnel training for animation designers, visual designers, front-end development engineers, interaction designers, and user researchers in the undergraduate interactive design curriculum system. First, UED’s overall training program design needs to take the project course as an entry point to design the curriculum category, and realize the transition from the discipline design to the center of the process design or work task. Second, from the macro perspective, it is necessary to incorporate the relevant protection conditions for the development of professional competence into the UED training program. For example, dual-qualified teachers, teaching situation design, and conditions for construction of training equipment and so on to ensure the formation of students’ professional competence. Third, teaching evaluation must be included in the design of UED training programs. For example, feedback on the teaching effect, teaching management, teaching environment, employment situation of graduates and employment market conditions, etc., in order to facilitate the correct evaluation of teaching quality.

B. The Establishment of UED Curriculum System Platform

During the establishment of curriculum system platform, the core of the teaching based on the enterprise project projects provided by off-campus practice bases or industrial cooperation companies must always run through the entire curriculum system. The curriculum system platform constructed in this way will always carry out teaching activities centered on industrial issues, and will constantly continue to use the industrial application as the UED talent training target and seek solutions for related issues. Firstly, an effective off-campus practice base or industrial cooperation enterprise must be established as a basis to ensure that industrial project projects enter the curriculum implementation environment through effective forms; secondly, the industrial subject guarantee mechanism needs to be reasonably constructed to ensure the timely connection and effective implementation of curriculums and industry research during the curriculums implementing and provide an important guarantee for the integration of innovative design of the project; Third, the rational allocation of teacher resources, the proportion of teachers in the school theoretical teaching, appropriate industrial practice teaching teachers, and timely use of dual tutor teaching mechanism are necessary to protect teacher resource basis of training the talent. Finally, it is necessary to ensure that appropriate proportions of courses use self-provided lecture notes or teaching materials in order to respond to changes in product innovation design requirements and industrial demand.

C. The Modular Design of UED Course System

UED modular course system includes public basic course modules, professional basic course modules, professional course modules, professional optional course modules, and practice session modules. The five modules’ levels are gradually increased. The curriculum types configured by each module are closely following the changes in market demand. The curriculum system architecture has been constantly innovated, and the position of the curriculum system is based on the industry needs and the training of qualified and comprehensive modern design talents. First, the systematization of work ability is taken as the goal, and the dynamic construction of the UED curriculum system is initiated in the direction of breakthroughs in the actual needs of the user experience industry; secondly, the use of computer-assisted education in the form to develop curriculum-based course so as to find visual communication, The correlation and difference between the three directions of industrial design and interaction design make the curriculum dynamic collocation and complement of each other, so as to ensure the horizontal correspondence between the courses and the vertical progressive relationship. Third, the scientific research project and teaching practice should be closely related, and real projects should be introduced to comprehensively cultivate the students’ abilities to use theoretical knowledge, the adaptability of the workplace, and the comprehensive application of skills.

D. Integration of UED Curriculums System

Based on the curriculum design of interactive design majors in famous universities both at home and abroad, the development of multidisciplinary blended curriculum content and the establishment of a comprehensive UED curriculum system are the primary tasks for the current dynamic construction of the UED curriculum system. For example, interface design, design psychology, and information visualization are all based on their own comprehensive independence. They incorporate the logic and comprehensiveness associated with other courses and disciplines, and thus exhibit diverse and dynamic features. The comprehensive curriculum system is an important foundation for comprehensively enhancing students’ comprehensive ability and promoting students’ formation of comprehensive and complete cognition. It can help students avoid falling into narrow, one-sided traps of thinking, and come up with new ideas through the integration of their own diverse knowledge. In fact, it is a creative process.

IV. CONCLUSION

UED is a kind of discipline with high experiment ability and operability. UED related curriculums of Chinese design colleges are mainly lack of systemization curriculums and enterprises’ engagement. Essentially, it owes to the shortage of education location and design concept guidance of courses. What is of importance for UED developing is that it is necessary to make certain the role of UED in design, grasp
related knowledge of each link in practical subject’s UED progress and design systematic training plan of UED talents so as to systematically boost UED courses system.
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